Study on damage mechanism of mudstone radiated by high energy laser
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Abstract. As mining resources enter the deep stage, the rock strength is high, the use of traditional mechanical rock breaking technology, easy to cause serious wear of the drill bit, drill replacement costs increase, low rock breaking efficiency problems. Laser rock breaking technology uses the way of non-direct contact with rock mass to cause rock breaking, which greatly improves the speed of deep mining. In this paper, high energy laser experiments are carried out on mudstone. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to study the mudstone minerals before and after laser radiation, and the Brazilian splitting experiment is carried out on mudstone samples after laser test and the final experimental data and analysis results show that the mudstone mineral particles change from rough surface to smooth surface before and after laser radiation. The tensile strength of saturated mudstone samples is significantly improved after laser radiation.
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1. Introduction

As mining resources at home and abroad have entered the stage of deep mining, the hard rock strength of deep rock mass has been significantly improved compared with shallow rock mass. If the traditional mechanical rock breaking technology is continuously used, it is easy to cause serious wear of drill bit, increase the cost of drill bit replacement, and low rock breaking efficiency [1]. In recent years, with the continuous development of science and technology, there have been many new technologies in rock breaking, such as hydraulic rock breaking [2], blasting rock breaking [3], microwave rock breaking [4], laser rock breaking [5], etc. The emergence of these new technologies has greatly accelerated the speed of rock breaking, and most of these new technologies are caused by non-direct contact with rock rock breaking behavior, perfectly making up for the dis-advantages of traditional rock breaking technology.

Based on the new rock breaking technology, this paper mainly focuses on laser rock breaking technology. The principle of laser rock breaking technology is mainly that after the rock is radiated by high-energy laser, the rock in the radiated area will rise sharply to more than 2000°C and undergo physical changes such as thermal crushing, melting and vaporization under the action of high temperature, forming a state of multi-phase coexistence, and significantly reducing the strength of the rock by promoting the generation of cracks [6]. In this paper, high-energy laser is used to radiate mudstone, and mudstone states are divided into dry and saturated states. First, the sintering state and fracture distribution of mudstone samples under two states of laser radiation are observed by naked eye to briefly analyze and compare the damage effects of high-energy laser radiation on dry and saturated mudstone rocks. Secondly, by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Brazil splitting test and high-definition camera recording, the changes of mudstone, rock sample internal structure and splitting characteristics of high-energy laser radiation are accurately recorded and analyzed.

2. Laser Experiment

The size of the mudstone sample used in this paper was selected as a cylinder with a diameter of 50mm and a height of 25mm, which complied with the recommended standards of the International Society of Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering (ISRM). In order to meet the requirements of the mudstone sample radiated by high-energy laser, the Brazilian splitting test was conducted to test its tensile strength. Dry mudstone samples need to be kept indoors for 7 days to dry naturally, and saturated mudstone samples are treated by soaking in pure water in a sealed container for 7 days. The laser radiation power of the test is selected as 3KW, and the radiation path is designed as a circle that starts from the center of the circle on the surface of the mudstone specimen and travels 20mm in a straight line before rotating counterclockwise.

Before the formal laser radiation, the mudstone sample is horizontally fixed on the operating platform and the high-definition camera is arranged near the laser machine tool to record various changes in the process of high-energy laser radiation of mudstone. After the arrangement is completed, the laser radiation is carried out according to the radiation path designed in the scheme. When the high-energy laser begins to radiate the surface of the mudstone specimen, sparks will occur in a very short time, and the number of sparks will increase for a period of time in the process of high-energy laser radiation. When radiating mudstone samples, with the increase of laser radiation time, high-temperature molten steam will be generated inside the samples and under the washing action of high-pressure auxiliary air flow accompanied by
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laser equipment, the molten material produced by sintering inside the samples will be rushed out of the holes of the samples. In addition, a large amount of smoke will be generated during the radiation process. Saturated mudstone will make the melting reaction of the rocks more intense. The resulting granular melt shoots out in all directions.

Figure 1 is an image of mudstone radiated by high-energy laser. It can be seen that there are obvious circular laser radiation paths, and a large number of black-gray crystal materials are generated around the paths. The black-gray crystal is translucent and dense glassy, and after testing, the crystal has extremely high strength and most of the crystal components are silica. White traces can be seen on the radiation path, which indicates that the mudstone components in this area have been completely burned.

![Figure 1 Morphology of mudstone radiated by laser](image)

3. The Brazilian split experiment

In order to compare the strength of the rock samples with that of dry and saturated mudstone without laser radiation, the splitting experiment is convenient to observe the perforation in the rock samples after laser radiation. Dry mudstone, saturated mudstone and intact mudstone were successively subjected to the Brazilian splitting test. The loading test was carried out by the MTS universal testing machine. The mechanical curves of the splitting test were shown in Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5.

![Figure 2 Tensile strength results of dry mudstone in Brazil after radiation](image)
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Figure 3 Tensile strength results of saturated mudstone in Brazil after radiation

Figure 4 Complete dry mudstone Brazilian tensile strength results
Figure 5 Complete saturated mudstone Brazilian tensile strength results

According to the mechanical data curve of the Brazilian splitting experiment of mudstone in two states after laser radiation, figure 2 and figure 3, indicate that the peak load of the dry mudstone specimen is lower than that of the saturated mudstone specimen, and the tensile strength of the saturated mudstone specimen after laser radiation is higher than that of the dry mudstone specimen. As can be seen in figure 4 and figure 5, the Brazilian tensile strength of intact mudstone specimen shows that the tensile strength of intact dry mudstone is significantly higher than that of saturated mudstone. It is worth noting that the tensile strength of radiated dry mudstone is lower than that of intact mudstone. The tensile strength of the specimen after high energy laser irradiation was significantly improved. After the end of the splitting experiment, the internal perforation of the specimen was analyzed. Figure 6 shows the morphology of mudstone after splitting.

Figure 6 Fracture morphology of mudstone specimen
Figure 6 shows the characteristics of mudstone perforation. It can be seen from the figure that the perforation caused by laser is mainly reflected in the penetrating perforation at the axial position. At the same time, because the laser stays on the circular path for a short time, the perforation marks are shallow. The size of laser perforation gradually decreases from the surface of the rock sample, and the breakdown position is trumpet shaped after breakdown. According to the abnormal sound heard at the scene and the shape of the perforation, it is speculated that this phenomenon occurred because the rock collapse occurred in the final stage of the perforation under the action of high pressure gas and strong thermal stress. According to the details of the image, it can be seen that the radiation inside the hole presents a round-walled layered porous structure. According to the high temperature conditions and the composition of mudstone, it is inferred that this structure is formed by the gradual cooling of the radiation product under the action of pressure, and the silicon in the radiation product is not the main element component, the main components are calcium silicate and aluminate.

4. Microanalysis

The original mudstone before the laser radiation experiment and the mudstone after the laser radiation were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 7 shows the SEM images before and after the laser radiation.

In Figure 7, the surface of the SEM image before laser radiation is uneven, and the mineral particles are sliced and arranged in an irregular manner similar to ocean waves, numerous porous structures can be seen. After radiation, the SEM image is black and translucent, and the surface is dense and smooth without any holes and cracks. The SEM morphology indicates that laser irradiation helps in melting the rock mass where it passes and then exhibits a dense and smooth microscopic structure, it can be inferred that the strength of the rock mass can be elevated to some kind due to such an irradiation process.
5. Conclusion

Through the use of high-energy laser radiation drying and saturated mudstone samples, Brazil splitting test and SEM microscopic analysis, this paper studies the damage mechanism of high-energy laser radiation mudstone and the influence of water content conditions on the laser radiation effect of mudstone samples. According to the experimental phenomena and data analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. High-energy laser radiation mudstone will produce very high intensity black gray translucent crystal material in the laser radiation path.

2. The Brazilian splitting experiment shows that the tensile strength of saturated mudstone after laser radiation is higher than that of dry mudstone, and the tensile strength of saturated mudstone is significantly improved after laser radiation.

3. The radiation inside the hole after laser radiation presents a round-walled layered porous structure, and it is found under SEM observation that the surface of the mudstone particles in the radiation area is smooth, without any holes and cracks.
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